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Mo&va&on(
•  Large(networks(are(becoming(ubiquitous(in(many( ((

domains(–(biology,(physics,(chemistry,(infrastructure,(

communica&ons,((and(sociology(

•  Graph(problems(have(high(complexity,(and(are(hard(((((((((((((((((
to(solve(efficiently(on(distributed(memory(machines(

•  RealQworld(networks(are(sufficiently(different(from(classic(
models(that(many(approaches(fail(to(give(meaningful(results(

A"par&al"map"of"the"Internet,(Jan.(15(2005(

The"US"electric"transmission"system.""
Courtesy(North(American(Reliability(Corpora&on.(

(

Drug;Target"Network.""
Nature(Biotechnology(25(10),(October(2007(

(
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Collabora&on:(Erdös(



Collabora&on:(Network(Science(

Drawn(from:((
Physical(Review(Publica&ons:(1893–2009((

(N=449,673(M=4,707,958).((



Infrastructure:(Gas(pipelines(in(Europe(



Social:(9/11(contacts((Krebs)(



Social:(Retweets((
(Weng,(Flammini,(Vespignani,(Menczer)(



Today’s(Outline(

•  Graph(Characteris&cs(
•  Random(Graph(Models(

•  Clustering(
•  Mo&va&ng(real(problems(

•  Issues(of(noise(&(outliers(



Network(Characteris&cs(

((that(people(care(about)(

•  Clustering(coefficient(

•  Diameter((effec&ve)(

•  Degree(distribu&on((power(law:(“scale(free”)(
•  Average(path(length((“small(world”)(

•  KQcores((degeneracy)(
•  Centrali&es(
•  Mo&fs(

•  Hyperbolicity(
•  Treewidth/Treelength?(
•  Expansion??(





Nested(CoreQPeriphery(Structure(

• (Whiskers(are(maximal(subgraphs(detached(

from(network(by(removing(a(single(edge(

• ((The(core"is(what(remains(aner(dele&ng(

whiskers((and(is(2QedgeQconnected)*

Epinions(

If(you(remove(whiskers,(then(the(
lowest(conductance(sets((the(“best”(

communi&es)(are(“2Qwhiskers”,(and(
we(could(repeat(the(process.(

Leskovec,(Lang,(Dasgupta,(and(Mahoney((WWW(2008(&(Internet(Mathema&cs(2011)(

On#average#the#“whiskers”#contain#40%#of#nodes#and#20%#of#edges#in#informatics#graphs#



KQcore(Decomposi&ons(
• ((Given(a(graph(G"="(V,E),"the(k;core(of(the(graph,(denoted(Hk(is(the(maximal(
subgraph(H(of(G"so(that(degH(v)(is(at(least(k(for(all(v(in(H.((

Image(credit:(LaNetQvi(

(

• The(core"number"of(a(
vertex(v(is(defined(to(be(
the(maximum(k(so(that(v(is(
in(Hk(but(not(Hk+1.(((

• (The(set(of(nodes(with(
core(number(k(is(called(the(
k,shell"of(G.(

Condensed"MaJer""
Collabora&on"Network""



Some((oversimplified)(Summary(Stats...(

ca;AstroPhysics:((
!  ~0.6%(of(nodes((113(nodes)(in(two(

deepest(cores((k(=(55,56)(

!  ~1.8%(of(edges((~7,000(edges)(

leaving(the(deepest(core((k(=(56)((

!  ~1.8%(of(edges((~7000(edges)(leaving(

next(core((k(=(55)(

!  Max(average(kQshell(change(is(+12(

(out(of(k(=(56(max(shell)((

Suggests"collaborators(tend(to(
collaborate(with(people(of(similar((

“coreQness/peripheryQness”(

“Typical”(for(collabora&on(graphs((and(
other(coreQperiphery(graphs)((

Texas84:((
!  ~8%(of(nodes((≥2400(nodes)(in(two(

deepest(cores((k(=(80,81)(

!  ~7%(of(edges((≥220K(edges)(leaving(

the(deepest(core((k(=(81)((

!  ~17%(of(edges((≥510K(edges()(

leaving(the(next(core((k(=(80)((

!  Max(average(kQshell(change(is(+50(

(out(of(k(=(80(max(shell)((

Suggests"that(the(“periphery”(nodes(
are(more(&ghtly(connected(to(“coreQ

like”(nodes(

“Typical”(for(more(social(graphs((and(
Facebook(in(par&cular)(((

(

Adcock,(Sullivan,(and(Mahoney((2012)(



Average(KQcore(colorings(of(tree(decomposi&ons(

Western(Power(Grid(

Autonomous(Systems((2000)(

Facebook((Brandeis)(

Adcock,(Sullivan,(and(Mahoney((2012)(



Importance:(Centrality(

Text(analysis(of(The(Unabomber(Manifesto:((
Used(AutoMap;(source(phylonetworks.blogspot(

Degree:(frequent,(in(context(of(many(other(words(

Betweenness:(Frequently(used(in(conjunc&on(with(

other(words(that(form(clusters((many(meanings)(







Mo&fs(&(Graphlets(

Mo&fs(were(introduced(by(Milo(et(al((2002)(in(gene(regula&on((transcrip&on)(networks(of(E."coli:""
Defined(as(“recurrent"and"staDsDcally"significant"subFgraphs"or"paHerns.”"
Graphlets(are(nonQisomorphic(induced(subgraphs((and(do(not(have(to(be(overrepresented)(

Neduva((et(al,(2005,(PLOS(

•  Mo&fs(require(a(background(model(
(random(graph)(for(sta&s&cal(tes&ng(

of(significance(of(appearance.(
•  Recent(work(uses(graphlet(

distribu&on(&(graphlet(degree(
distribu&on((GDD)(((

(



Hyperbolic(Space(
•  Mul&ple(parallel(lines(pass(through(a(point,(and(

angles(in(a(triangle(sum(to(less(than(180.(

•  Hyperbolic(space(gives(us(“extra(room”(to(embed(

networks((as(opposed(to(Euclidean(space).((

•  In(Euclidean(space,(a(circle’s(area(grows(

polynomially(with(its(diameter;(in(hyperbolic(

space,(it(grows(exponen&ally.((

•  Shortest(paths(in(hyperbolic(spaces(are(arcs(
through(disk,(not(paths(around(the(exterior.(

Image(credit((

Krioukov(et(al.(



A(geometric(measure(of(treeQlikeness(

•  Gromov’s(δ;hyperbolicity"arises(from(the(geometry(of(metric(spaces(
and(δ"measures(the(extent(to(which(a((geodesic)(metric(space(
embeds(in(a(tree(metric.((

d(u,v)#+#d(w,x)#=#1#+#1#=#2#

d(u,x)#+#d(v,w)#=#1#+#1#=#2#

d(u,w)#+#d(v,x)#=#1#+#1#=#2#

u(
δ(=(0(

d(u,v)#+#d(w,x)#=#1#+#1#=#2#

d(u,x)#+#d(v,w)#=#2#+#2#=#4#

d(u,w)#+#d(v,x)#=#1#+#1#=#2#

δ(=(1(
v( v(u(

x(w( x(w(

Defini&on"(Gromov,"1987):(A(graph(is(δ–hyperbolic(iff:(For(every(4(
ver&ces(u,v,w,x,(the(larger(2(of(the(3(distance(sums(d(u,v)+d(w,z)"and"
d(u,w)+d(v,z)(and"d(u,z)+d(v,q)"differ(by(at(most(2δ.(



δ(=(0( δ(=(√nQ1(δ(=(0( δ(=(n/4(

δ((=(1.0(
δ2(=(0.5(

δ((=(1.0(
δ2(=(0.5(

δ6(=(0.08(

δd = max
(x,y,u,v)∈Qd

δ(x, y,u,v)
d

Let#Qd#be#the#set#of#all#quadruplets#with#maximum#pairwise#distance#d.#Then#we#

define#δd#to#examine#the#hyperbolicity#of#structures#of#size#d#relative#to#d.#

Examples(and(SizeQResolu&on(



How(to(think(of(δQhyperbolicity(

•  A(triangle(is(δ;thin(if(the(preQimages(of(every(tripod(point(have(distance(at(most(δ.(

•  A(triangle(is(δ;slim(if(each(of(its(sides(is(contained(in(the(δ(Qneighborhood(of(the(union(

of(the(other(two(sides.(

•  A(graph(is(δ";hyperbolic(if(all(its(geodesic(triangles(are(δ(Qthin((or(δQslim);(each(results(

in(a(slightly(different(min(δ,(related(to(each(other(by(small(constant(factors.(

Image(credit:(Bridson,(Haefliger(Image(credit:(Chepoi,(Dragan(et(al(

•  Gromov#showed#in#1987#that#nRpoint#δRhyperbolic##spaces##can#be##approximated##by##a##

tree##metric##with##an##additive##error##of#O(δ#log2#n)##

•  The#minimum#δ"for#which#G#is#δRhyperbolic#can#be#computed#(naively)#in#O(n4)"
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Compu&ng(δ:*(Sampling(versus(Brute(Force(

•  Prior(work(onen(sampled(to(“es&mate”(the(maximum(delta(across(quadruplets.(

•  Narayan(et(al(sampled(at(a(rate(of(about(.0002"percent((on(their(largest(data)((
•  Although(they(biased(towards(pairs(at(larger(distances,(this(could(s&ll(easily"miss"

the"maximum"delta,(which(is(achieved(on(a(very(small((in(our(example(2"x"10;11"
percent)(subset(of(quadruplets.((

•  Sampling,(however,(is"likely"to"be"sufficient"for"compuDng"average"deltas."
Example(below(is(SNAP(graph(as20000101((about(6500(nodes)(

delta" FracDon"of"quadruplets:" #"of"quadruplets"
0.0:( 0.677473774788751( 4577453756970(

0.5:( 0.313235924997126( 2116425779202(

1.0:( 0.009262044976055( 62580404070(

1.5:( 0.000028008357243( 189242691(

2.0:( 0.000000246259522( 1663890(

2.5:" 0.000000000022835" 154"
Total( 0.999999999401533( 6756650846976(

Adcock, Sullivan, and Mahoney (2012) 



Cop and robber game and hyperbolicity
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Abstract. In this note, we prove that all cop-win graphs G in the game in which the robber and the cop move

at di↵erent speeds s and s0 with s0 < s, are �-hyperbolic with � = O(s2). We also show that the dependency

between � and s is linear if s � s0 = ⌦(s) and if G obeys a slightly stronger condition. This solves an open

question from the paper J. Chalopin et al., Cop and robber games when the robber can hide and ride, SIAM J.

Discr. Math. 25 (2011) 333–359. Since any �-hyperbolic graph is cop-win for s = 2r and s0 = r + 2� for any

r > 0, this establishes a new –game-theoretical– characterization of Gromov hyperbolicity. We also show that

for weakly modular graphs the dependency between � and s is linear for any s0 < s. Using these results, we

describe a simple constant-factor approximation of the hyperbolicity � of a graph on n vertices in O(n2 log �)

time.

1. Introduction

The cop and robber game originated in the 1980’s with the work of Nowakowski, Winkler
[21], Quilliot [23], and Aigner, Fromme [1], and since then has been intensively investigated
by many authors under numerous versions and generalizations. Cop and robber is a pursuit-
evasion game played on finite undirected graphs G = (V,E). Player cop C attempts to capture
the robber R. At the beginning of the game, C chooses a vertex of G, then R chooses another
vertex. Thereafter, the two sides move alternatively, starting with C, where a move is to slide
along an edge of G or to stay at the same vertex. The objective of C is to capture R, i.e., to
have his cop at some moment in time at the same vertex as the robber. The objective of R
is to continue evading the cop. A cop-win graph [1, 21, 23] is a graph in which C captures R
after a finite number of moves from any possible initial positions of C and R.

In this paper, we investigate a natural extension of a cop and robber game in which the cop
C and the robber R move at speeds s0 � 1 and s � 1, respectively. This game was introduced
and thoroughly investigated in [9]. It generalizes the cop and fast robber game from [16] and
can be viewed as the discrete version of some pursuit-evasion games played in continuous
domains [17]. The unique di↵erence of this “(s, s0)-cop and robber game” and the classical
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Treewidth/Treelength(
•  A(tree"decomposi&on"of(a(graph(G*=*(V,E*)(is(a(pair((X={X1,*X2,*...,*XL},*T)*with(

Xi**a(subset(of(V(,(and(T"a(tree(with(nodes({1,*…,L}*sa&sfying(three(condi&ons:(
1.  The(union(of(the(sets(in"X"is(equal(to(V(
2.  For(every(edge((u,v)*in(G,(({u,v}"is(a(subset(of(some(Xi((

3.  For(every(v(in(V,(the(indices(of({Xi}(containing(V((form(a(subQt(

4.  ree(of(T."

•  We(call(the(sets(Xi**the(bags"of(the(decomposi&on(and(max(|*Xi*|,1)"the(
width,(and(max(d(u,v)"|"u,v"in"Xi)(the(length."The(tree;width((tree;length)(of(
G(is(the(minimum(width((length)(over(all(valid(tree(decomposi&ons.((



Some(known(((some&mes(obvious)(rela&onships(

•  Treelength(is(at(most(the(diameter,(and(is(an(upper(bound(on(δ(
•  Any(δFhyperbolic(graph(has(treelength(at(most(17(+(12δ(+(8δlog2"n"(Chepoi(et(

al)(

•  A(graph(is(k,chordal"if(the(longest(induced(cycle(has(length(k.((
•  In(kQchordal(graphs:((

–  (δ"is(at(most(k/4((Wu,(Zhang)(

–  treewidth(is(at(most((kQ1)(DQ1)(+(2,(where(D(is(max(degree((Kosowski(et(al)((



INDDGO:(Integrated(Network(Decomposi&ons(and((
(((((((((Dynamic(programming(for(Graph(Op&miza&on(

•  Open(source(C++(sonware(which(enables(serial(&(parallel:(
–  Calcula&on(of(treewidth(upper(and(lower(bounds(with(a(variety(of(heuris&cs(
–  Computa&on(of(tree(decomposi&ons(via(mul&ple(algorithms(

–  Solu&on(of(MWIS(via(dynamic(programming((parallelized(using(taskQbased(run&me)((

•  Addi&onal(u&li&es(include((
–  Randomized(par&al(kQtree,(RQMAT,(random(intersec&on(graph(generators(

–  Visualiza&on(rou&nes((including(scoreQbased(bag(coloring)(
–  Calcula&on(of(numerous(graph(and(decomposi&on(sta&s&cs((

–  Ability(to(integrate(with(rou&nes(from(SparseSuite,(METIS/ParMETIS,(GraphViz"

Highlights:"
•  Exactly(solve(MWIS(instances(several"orders"of"magnitude"larger(than(commercial(mixed(

integer(programming(codes/branch(and(bound(methods((millions(of(nodes)(

•  Demonstrated(memory"reduc&on"of"over"80%(for(MWIS(with(solu&on(reconstruc&on(
using(novel(mul&Qpass(refinement(of(tree(decomposi&on(

•  Parallel(version(able(to(solve(some(problems(with(width">"750"

Available(at(www.github.com/bdsullivan/inddgo(



But(what(do(they(look(like?(
Network N

a

N

n

B

a

B

n

E

a

E

n

L

a

L

n

W

a

W

n

W̄

a

W̄

n

ER Networks
ER(1.6) 3127 2881 .384 .518 43 37 19 21 78 85 1.94 2.55
ER(1.8) 3457 3229 .398 .532 37 39 17 18 156 155 2.52 3.58
ER(2) 3760 3554 .413 .533 37 52 16 17 234 229 3.03 5.11
ER(4) 3777 3683 .489 .545 34 103 9 10 1092 1106 13.0 37.2
ER(8) 2787 2646 .517 .540 28 162 6 6 2207 2244 35.4 148
ER(16) 1856 1734 .539 .539 27 188 5 5 3141 3186 73.2 361
ER(32) 1137 1069 .540 .529 21 163 4 4 3862 3902 137 626
PL Networks
PL(2.25) 3192 3042 .591 .658 26 30 6 7 199 206 3.47 4.60
PL(2.50) 4672 4377 .537 .629 31 35 7 9 218 255 2.99 3.96
PL(2.75) 4500 4170 .498 .604 38 36 9 10 147 159 2.40 3.05
PL(3.00) 3974 3637 .466 .584 35 32 12 14 95 105 1.89 2.35
Planar Networks
PLANARGRID 1884 1917 .609 .537 60 33 69 33 70 60 7.11 8.10
POWERGRID 4666 4420 .442 .555 58 32 26 22 20 22 2.21 2.45
Real Networks
AS20000102 6364 6307 .833 .854 32 39 4 5 87 90 2.592 2.76
CA-GRQC 3014 2829 .566 .627 38 67 7 8 221 225 5.08 7.28
LEHIGHFB 1919 - .465 - 150 - 4 - 2982 - 194 -
GNUTELLA09 6475 6276 .824 .874 32 167 6 6 1628 1764 13.4 47.3

TABLE III: Network TD Statistics: X
a

=AMD, X
n

=ND.

these networks, the large central bags have a great number of
leaf bags attached to them, most having a width of 2 or 3,
indicating a core-periphery structure which has many single
or double node whiskers coming off of the core. This large
number of leaf nodes creates the high branch ratio.

GRQC and LEHIGHFB both show similarities to some
of the synthetic networks. GRQC has a small set of large
central bags and relatively thin outer branches. It has a smaller
width (and average width) compared to the ER networks of
a similar density. It is more similar to the PL networks,
both qualitatively and quantitatively than the ER networks.
LEHIGHFB has the largest width of the real networks and
the second largest width of all the networks with 50% of
the network contained in the central bag. Noting that it has
the highest average degree of all the networks, this is not
surprising, but the fact that it does not have the largest width
demonstrates that there are multiple factors which affect the
width of a tree decomposition besides just the average degree.
The large average degree of LEHIGHFB also slows down the
computations, hence we were only able to compute a tree
decomposition using the faster AMD heuristic. LEHIGHFB
is also distinctive from the other AMD tree-decompositions
because of the large eccentricity of the tree decomposition.
This is due to a long, wide ‘trunk’ of bags which have narrow
branches at each end.

Again, the two planar networks (PLANARGRID and POW-
ERGRID) are different from the other networks, showing a
large length relative to the diameter and width of the bag. In
fact, we can see that the tree decomposition of PLANARGRID
has a length of similar value to the width (which we also saw
with moderately dense ER), which occurs as the bags consist
of paths (with a few additional nodes) across the grid.

The tree decompositions generated using the ND heuristic
show several of the same general trends, though there are a
few differences. The widths and lengths of ND are very similar
to the AMD widths/lengths in the networks and demonstrate
that the basic cut-structure of each network is captured by
both heuristics. The main feature difference between ND and
AMD seems to be the that ND generates long thick trunks in

the networks with dense cores.

B. Interpretation of Empirical Results for TDs

In many of the networks, such as GNUTELLA09, the
eccentricity of the tree decomposition and the size of the bags
indicates that there is a large overlap between bags. By looking
at the statistics of nodes in a bag, we can get a preliminary
idea of what the interior of a bag looks like. In Figure 4, we
provide results for a representative set of real networks, and we
provide a least-squares fit in the figure for reference. We see
that the nodes that appear in many bags have a large degree,
as expected. The POWERGRID network shows the weakest
correlation while AS200001202 shows the strongest. Similar
results are obtained for ND. In AS20000102, the strong linear
correlation occurs because most of the nodes (not bags) in
the network have many “leaves” or neighbors of degree 1.
Checking the bags, each of these leaf nodes, depending on the
heuristic used, tends to generate a bag containing the leaf node
and the single high-degree node it is connected to. This causes
each node to appear in a number of bags that is approximately
the same as its degree. The larger bags then have many leaf
bags of small width hanging off of them and each of these
leaf bags contains a high degree node and a low degree node.

In the other networks, this does not happen. In these
networks (such as CA-GRQC and LEHIGHFB), there is a
set of thick central bags with only a few of these (in several
networks, only the largest bag) having any leaf bags connected
to them. These central bags form a trunk which eventually
splinters at several points into many smaller branches. These
central bags tend to contain many of the high degree nodes
in the network. Performing the same calculations, including
the median values of the degree and k-core depth, shows that
the high k-core nodes tend to be in many bags in the tree
decompositions as well.

These results for the real graphs are consistent with a tree-
like structure that includes the presence of a central, less-poorly
connected core, as will be discussed in more detail in the next
section. As this core is difficult to separate without breaking
many edges, these nodes are repeated in the many large central



Full$Autonomous$Systems$
Network$(AMD$heuristic)$

Autonomous$Systems$with$6$
deepest$cores$removed$(AMD$

heuristic)$

TreeQdecomposi&on(width/kQcores(Q(visualized(



Do(real(networks(have(low(treewidth?(

•  Widths((AMD(heuris&c)(of(real(networks,(while(high,(are(lower(
than(ER(random(graph(of(comparable(density(
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What(about(treelength?(

•  Lengths((AMD(heuris&c)(of(real(networks,(are(much(lower(than(ER(
random(graph(of(comparable(density((excep&on:(power(grid)(
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Is(the(structure(correlated(with(anything?(
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Line fit
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Bounding(hyperbolicity(using(treewidth(

•  Say(a(subgraph(H(of(G(is(geodesic"if(
dH(u,v)(=(dH(u,v)(for(all(u,v(in(V(H)(

•  Let*τ(be(the(treewidth(and(υ(the(length(of(a(longest(geodesic(cycle.(

Theorem:�
� is O (�"�)�

Reidl,(S.(2013(

•  Longest#geodesic#cycle#is#polynomial#

time#[Lokshtanov].#

•  Follows#as#a#direct#consequence#of#

construction#of#a#connected#tree#

decomposition#from#an#atomic#one#

[Müller#2012]#(plus#treelength#bound).#

•  This#is#tight.#



Bounded expansion

For a graph G we denote by GO r the set of its r-shallow
minors.

Definition (Grad, Expansion)
For a graph G, the greatest reduced average density is defined
as

rr(G) = max

H2GO r

|E(H)|
|V (H)|

For a graph class G the expansion of G is defined as

rr(G) = sup

G2G
rr(G)

A graph class G has bounded expansion if there exists a
function f such that rr(G)  f(r) for all r 2 N.



A strange width measure...

“Why should this be useful?”
—common first reaction to treedepth

A graph G has treedepth at most d if
• G is a subgraph the closure of a tree (forest) of height  d

• G has a centered coloring with d colors
• G has a ranked coloring with d colors
• G is the subgraph of a trivially perfect graph with clique

size at most d



Alternative characterizations

A graph class C has bounded expansion if there exists a
function f such that for each G 2 C and each r 2 N

• ˜rr(G)  f(r) (Using top-shallow-minors)
• G admits an r-centered-coloring with  f(r) colors
• G admits a r-treedepth-coloring with  f(r) colors
• G has a linear ordering such that the number of

weakly-r-accessible vertices is  f(r)

• For each orientation ~G
0

of G with �

�
(

~G
0

)  f(0) there
exists a transitive fraternal augmentation

~G
0

✓ ~G
1

✓ ~G
2

. . .

such that ��
(

~Gi)  f(i)





Albert and Barabási, Reviews of Modern Physics 74,47 (2002) 

Some(basic(comparisons(

Average(degree,(average(path(length,(&(clustering(coefficient(compared(to(random(graphs(





The first chain letters 
The destination: Boston, Massachusetts 
Starting Points: Omaha, Nebraska & Wichita, Kansas 

Travers and Milgram, Sociometry 32,425 (1969) 

Small(World:(Milgram’s(Experiment(

(
Given(a(target(individual((stockbroker(in(Boston),(pass(the(message(to(a(person(you(

correspond(with(who(is(�closest�(to(the(target((you(must(know(them(on(a(first(name(basis).(
Results:"20%"of"ini&ated"chains"reached"target"
average"chain"length"="6.5(
(



60000 start nodes 

18 targets; 13 ocuntries 

384 completed chains (of ~24,000) 

Average path length between 5 to 7. 

Attrition rate approximately constant (top) 

Dodds, Muhamad and Watts, Science 301,827 (2003) 

A(Brave(New((Small)(World(

More generally, small worlds may evolve from different constraints: navigation, constraint 
optimization, group affiliation (hierarchy), etc. & are characterized by low average path 
length and large clustering coefficient 







2,800 Y2H interactions!
4,100 binary LC interactions!

(HPRD, MINT, BIND, DIP, MIPS)!

Rual et al. Nature 2005; Stelze et al. Cell 2005!

Human%Interac(on%Network%
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H. Jeong, S.P. Mason, A.-L. Barabasi, Z.N. Oltvai, Nature 411, 41-42 (2001)!

Prot%P(k)%

Nodes: proteins                         !
Links:   physical interactions-binding !

Protein;Protein%Interac(on%



Twi=er:%

Jake%Hoffman,%Yahoo,%%

Alan%Mislove,%Measurement%and%Analysis%of%Online%Social%Networks%

All%distribu(ons%show%a%fat;tail%behavior:%
there%are%orders%of%magnitude%spread%in%the%degrees%

Online%Communi(es%



Power%Law%Exponent%Es(ma(on%





More(Sta&s&cs(
Network n e nc ec d̄ C̄ D D̄ Description
ER Random Graphs
ER(1.6) 5000 3996 3210 3471 2.16 0.00 38 15.8 ER graph with p = 1.6/n
ER(1.8) 5000 4486 3617 4118 2.28 9.30 ⇥10�4 34 12.7 ER graph with p = 1.8/n
ER(2) 5000 4986 4001 4783 2.39 9.11 ⇥10�4 30 11.9 ER graph with p = 2/n
ER(4) 5000 9881 4879 9878 4.05 8.96 ⇥10�3 15 6.80 ER graph with p = 4/n
ER(8) 5000 20102 4998 20102 8.04 1.59 ⇥10�3 7 4.81 ER graph with p = 8/n
ER(16) 5000 40215 5000 40215 16.1 3.13 ⇥10�3 5 3.86 ER graph with p = 16/n
ER(32) 5000 80258 5000 80258 32.1 6.39 ⇥10�3 4 3.05 ER graph with p = 32/n

PL Random Graphs
PL(2.25) 5000 5790 3393 5634 3.32 .0131 16 5.51 PL graph with � = 2.25
PL(2.50) 5000 7238 4895 6802 2.78 2.46 ⇥10�3 18 6.65 PL graph with � = 2.50
PL(2.75) 5000 6236 4650 5641 2.43 6.99 ⇥10�4 22 8.20 PL graph with � = 2.75
PL(3.00) 5000 5363 4071 4556 2.24 1.18 ⇥10�3 29 10.1 PL graph with � = 5.00

SNAP Graphs
AS20000102 6474 12572 6474 12572 3.88 .399 9 4.34 Snapshot of autonomous systems network
CA-GRQC 5241 14484 4158 13422 6.46 .665 17 6.74 Collaboration network, general relativity
CA-ASTROPH 18771 198050 17903 196972 22.0 .669 14 4.77 Collaboration network, astrophysics
GNUTELLA09 8114 26013 8104 26008 6.42 .0137 10 5.22 Peer-to-peer filesharing network
EMAILENRON 36692 183831 33696 180811 10.7 .708 13 4.72 E-mail network of Enron
OREGON1 11174 23409 11174 23409 4.19 .453 10 4.28 AS peering information
FB Graphs
LEHIGHFB 5075 198347 5073 198346 78.2 .270 6 3.19 Facebook friend network from Lehigh
VANDERBILTFB 8096 427832 8063 427829 106 .255 7 3.18 Facebook friend network from Vanderbilt
STANFORDFB 11621 568330 11586 568309 98.1 .252 9 3.35 Facebook friend network from Stanford
Miscellaneous Graphs
POWERGRID 4941 6594 4941 6594 2.67 .107 46 24.2 Western US power grid
POLBLOGS 1224 16715 1222 16714 27.4 .360 8 3.43 Political blogs network
PLANARGRID 2500 4900 2500 4900 3.92 0.00 98 73.0 50-by-50 planar grid
RANDGRID(3) 2500 3808 114 205 3.60 .510 34 21.4 Random planar graph, average degree 3
RANDGRID(7) 2500 8679 2480 8656 6.98 .596 68 55.7 Random planar graph, average degree 7

TABLE I: Statistics of analyzed networks: number of nodes n; number of edges e; nodes in giant component n
c

; edges in giant
component e

c

; average degree ¯d = 2E/N ; average clustering coefficient ¯C; diameter D; and average path length ¯D.

each subplot shows a different class of network: ER graphs
with different connection probabilities p; PL graphs with
different heavy-tailed parameters �; real and synthetic graphs
that are low-dimensional or planar; and several realistic social
and information graphs. In all subfigures, the vertical axis
corresponds to �

D

, where in all cases the maximum achievable
�
D

is 0.5; and the horizontal axis shows the quadruplet
diameter d. Note that, because of the variations in diameter
among the networks shown, the scale is not the same for
each plot. The planar networks, in particular, have significantly
larger diameters than the other networks investigated and thus
a significantly expanded horizontal axis. The main feature of
these plots in which we will be interested is the overall increase
or decrease in � as quadruplet diameter increases. Although
they can be confusing, the “multiple-of-two variations,” i.e., the
fluctuations in � values for even and odd values of quadruplet
diameter, are not directly relevant for understanding the large-
scale hyperbolicity properties of these graphs; they will be
discussed in the long version of this paper.

The plots for the ER graphs indicate that there are two
regimes (each with very different tree-like properties) of in-
terest: one where the graphs are dense enough to be fully
connected (even though they are still quite sparse); and one
where the graphs are so extremely sparse that they are not
even fully connected (in which case we are considering the
properties of the giant component). In the former case, the
diameter is extremely small, and (aside from the multiple-of-
two effect mentioned above) the maximal values of �

D

of 0.5

are obtained for all values of D (indicating that the networks
are not meaningfully hyperbolic). Interestingly, though, when
the connection probability is decreased, the diameter of the
graph increases, and the plots exhibit a decreasing �

D

after a
certain size scale, indicating the presence of nontrivial large-
scale hyperbolic structure. The phenomonon responsible for
this is a type of core-periphery structure, where a quadruped
has “legs” in the periphery (or whiskers [30]), and where
the “high degree nodes” (where for the extremely sparse ER
graphs, this means only logarithmically, or slightly, larger
than the expected degree due to random fluctuations and
lack of measure concentration) provide a scaffolding in the
core for short paths to go through. The same phenomenon
is seen in the PL graphs; and, in these cases, the large-scale
hyperbolicity properties also seem to be due to the lack of
measure concentration caused by the degree variability.

A second example of nonhyperbolic networks is seen in
PLANARGRID. In this case, the �

D

increases to 0.5 and
(aside from the multiple-of-two fluctuations) remains flat.
Interestingly, although the POWERGRID “looks like” a two-
dimensional mesh in terms of its clustering and isoperimetric
structure [30], the hyperbolicity plots indicate that in terms
of its metric structure, the variability induced by considering
either a RANDGRID graph or the POWERGRID is sufficient to
make the graphs have substantial large-scale tree-like structure
when viewed in terms of �

D

, though this size-scale is much
larger than the other real networks studied.

In light of these results, the real networks do have prop-



BTER:!Block!TwoBLevel!ErdősBRényi!!

July!13,!2012! Pinar!B!MMDS12!! 13!

Preprocessing:$
Create!explicit!
affinity!blocks!of!
nodes!with!same!!
(or!nearly!same)!
degree.!The!
blocks!are!

determined!by!
the!degree!
distribu7on.!

Phase$1:$$
ErdősBRényi!graphs!in!
each!block.!UserB

specified!connec7vity!
determines!number!of!
links!within!each!block.!
A!formula!is!given!that!
depends!on!lowestB
degree!node!in!block.!

Phase$2:!!
CL!(aka!weighted!
ER)!model!on!

“excess”!degree,!
creates!connec7ons!
across!blocks.!Can!
run!in!tandem!to!
Phase!1!by!worked!
with!expected!
excess!degree.!



Matching!the!Clustering!Coefficients!

July!13,!2012! Pinar!B!MMDS12!! 11!

•  Random!pairings!cannot!close!wedges!!
–  Models!that!achieve!high!clustering!coefficients!require!

history!to!guide!future!edge!inser7ons!

•  To!get!high!clustering!coefficient!without!history,!we!
have!to!preBgroup!the!nodes!into!affinity!blocks!
–  Our!theory:!CL!graph!with!high!clustering!coefficient!

must!have!dense!ER!block!at!its!core!

–  Each!affinity!block!is!a!nearBclique!

•  Simplifying!assump7on:!NonBoverlapping!blocks!
–  Implies!blocks!must!comprise!nodes!of!similar!degree!

–  Can!tune!clustering!coefficient!to!be!appropriate!for!the!
degree!by!changing!connec7vity!of!the!block! If)nodes)of)different)degrees)are)

in)the)same)block,)then)the)
highDdegree)nodes)will)have)low)

clustering)coefficients.)

4!

2!

3!

1!



Preprocessing:!Determining!Blocks!

July!13,!2012! Pinar!B!MMDS12!! 12!

•  Input:!Desired!degreeBdistribu7on!
–  Assume!nodes!sorted!by!degree,!least!to!greatest!

–  Ignore!degreeB1!ver7ces!in!this!phase!

•  Algorithm:!
–  Group!nodes!in!order!

–  Bulk!assign,!if!possible!

•  Output:!Compressed!informa7on!about!blocks!
–  Size!of!each!block!

–  !Star7ng!index!of!each!block!

–  “Weight”!of!each!block!(depends!on!connec7vity)!

–  O(duniq)!informa7on,!if!compressed!

•  Observe:!If!degree!distribu7on!is!power!law,!
then!so!is!the!distribu7on!of!the!block!sizes!
–  Evoca7ve!of!Dunbar’s!number:!!

Max!block!size!=!100!for!γ=2!
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2!

2!
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2!

2!
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3!

3!

3!

3!

3!

3!

3!

3!

3!

3!

homogeneous!

heterogeneous!



Clustering(

•  Much(work(on(community(detec&on((Girvan,(

Newman)(validated(on(graphs(with(good(wellQ

balanced(par&&ons,(but(realQworld(networks(

are(“expanderQlike”(and(big(communi&es(look(

different((Mahoney(et(al).(

•  But(communi&es(aren’t(disjoint(in(real(life.(

•  Even(worse,(they(tend(to(have(dense(overlaps(

(Leskovec(et(al)(.(

(

Image(credit:(Leskovec(

(



Functional%modularity 

Natural partition lines 

“Modular”%Structure%



Zachary’s Karate Club 

College Football 

Classic%Test%Networks%



Minimizing the Cut: ∑
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Data(&(Tools(

•  SNAP:(h|p://snap.stanford.edu/data/(

•  University(of(Florida(Sparse(Matrix(Collec&on(

•  Graph(Libraries:(igraph((R/C++),(LEMON((COINQ

OR,(C++),(Boost((C++),(NetworkX((Python),(etc(

•  Visualiza&on:(Graphviz((ATT),(Gephi,(Tulip,(…(


